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Split magnetic fluid sealing is a combination of magnetic fluid rotary and plane sealing. Using the theory of

equivalent magnetic circuit design as basis, the author theorized the pressure resistance performance of

magnetic fluid plane sealing. To determine the pressure resistance of magnetic fluid plane sealing, the author

adopted the method of finite element analysis to calculate the magnetic field intensity in the gap between plane

sealing structures. The author also analyzed the effect of different sealing gaps, as well as different ratios

between the sealing gap and tooth and solt width, on the sealing performance of split magnetic fluid. Results

showed that the wider the sealing gap, the lower the sealing performance. Tooth width strongly affects sealing

performance; the sealing performance is best when the ratio between tooth width and sealing gap is 2, whereas

the sealing performance is poor when the ratio is over 8. The sealing performance is best when the ratio

between the solt width and sealing gap is 4, indicating a slight effect on sealing performance when the ratio

between the solt width and sealing gap is higher. Theoretical analysis and simulation results provide reference

for the performance evaluation of different sealing equipment and estimation of critical pressure at interface

failure.
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1. Introduction

As a functional material, magnetic fluid not only

possesses the fluidity of a liquid but also the magnetism

of a solid material. Under the effect of a magnetic field,

magnetic fluid presents many features not exhibited by a

normal liquid [1-5]. Magnetic fluid sealing technology

uses the response of high saturation magnetic fluid to

magnetic field to seal the related equipment [6-10]. The

advantages of magnetic fluid include zero leakage, long

life, high reliability, self-restoration feature, small torque

variation under high and low temperature, and simple

structure; it can also withstand high speed apart from

being completely non-polluting and easily manufactured

[11-16]. At present, the sealing technology of magnetic

fluid has received much attention and developed rapidly.

Li established the principle of magnetic fluid sealing and

deduced the pressure resistance formula [17]. Yang and Li

designed a magnetic fluid sealing structure with multi-

stage magnetic source to improve pressure resistance per-

formance [18]. Li et al. applied the magnetic fluid sealing

technology to single crystal furnace equipment and achieved

good results [19]. Despite such results, the sealing struc-

ture of magnetic fluid is an integrated part of the axle,

thus increasing the difficulty of replacement, maintenance,

and testing. Particularly, in large equipment, many parts

are connected to the shaft, and the sealing device is in the

middle position of the shaft.

Split magnetic fluid sealing technology is proposed as a

solution to this problem. In 2007, Boyson proposed the

reliability issue of applying split-type sealing technology

in centrifugal fluid device [20]. When the seal is invalid,

only the sealing unit must be dismantled from the whole

equipment, saving manpower and other resources. The

interface of the upper and lower halves of the cylindrical

shell of the split magnetic fluid sealing part is a planar

structure, which involves the plane sealing technology of

magnetic liquid. This technology is the extension of

rotary sealing technology, and its capability to withstand

pressure directly affects the sealing performance of the

whole equipment. Therefore, the plane sealing of mag-

netic fluid is one of the key technologies of split magnetic

fluid sealing, and studying the effect of different sealing

gaps and ratios between the sealing gap and tooth and solt
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width on the sealing performance of split magnetic fluid

is critical to the design of the entire sealing equipment.

The author combined the plane sealing technology of

magnetic fluid and rotary sealing technology and pro-

posed a split magnetic fluid sealing structure. The author

theorized the pressure resistance performance of magnetic

fluid sealing using the theory of equivalent magnetic

circuit as basis. The author adopted the finite element

method analysis and conducted simulation to calculate the

magnetic field intensity in the gap of plane sealing

structures to determine the pressure resistance performance

of the magnetic fluid. The author also analyzed the effect

of different sealing gaps and ratios between the sealing

gap and tooth and solt width on the sealing performance

of split magnetic fluid.

2. Theoretical Analysis of the Magnetic 
Fluid Sealing Performance

2.1. Structure of magnetic fluid plane sealing and

equivalent magnetic circuit

Figure 1 illustrates the section view of a split magnetic

fluid sealing structure at the place of the pole shoe. The

figure shows that the split magnetic fluid sealing is the

combination of magnetic fluid rotary and plane sealing.

The enlarged view presents a three-toothed magnetic fluid

plane sealing structure, and its equivalent magnetic circuit

is shown in Fig. 2, in which the material permanent

magnet is Nd-Fe-B permanent magnet, the magnetic

conductivity is μm, the magneto motive force is Fc, the

residual magnetism is Br, the coercivity is Hc, the thick-

ness of the magnet is lm, the reluctance is Rm, and the

formula is Rm = lm/μmSm = lmHc/BrSm. The reluctance of

the seal gaps filled with magnet fluid is indicated by Rg1,

Rg2, Rg3, Rg1′, Rg2′, Rg3′, respectively. The magnetic

flux in the seal gaps is indicated by Фm1, Фm2, Фm3,

Фm1′, Фm2′, Фm3′. As shown in Fig. 1, the magnetic

fluid plane sealing is the unfolded view of the magnetic

fluid rotary sealing, and the magnetic circuit is composed

of permanent magnet, pole shoe, magnetic fluid, and half

shell. The half shell is equivalent to the unfolded view of

the rotation axis. As the source of the entire magnetic

circuit, the permanent magnet supplies magnetic flux,

which traps the magnetic fluid in the gap between the

pole shoe and the half shell. Under the effect of magnetic

force, the magnetic fluid can withstand the differential

pressure on both sides to achieve the sealing [21].

2.2. Theoretical calculation of magnetic fluid plane

sealing performance 

The formula to approximately calculate the pressure

resistance of magnetic fluid static sealing [22, 23] is

,

 (1)

where μ0 and Ms are the vacuum permeability and satu-

ration magnetization of magnetic fluid, respectively, 

and  are respectively the maximum and minimum
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Section view of split magnetic fluid sealing structure at the place of pole shoe.

Fig. 2. Equivalent magnetic circuit.
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value of the magnetic field strength at the sealing gap

between the pole shoe and half shell at the stage i of the

magnetic fluid plane sealing structure,  and  are

respectively the maximum and minimum value of the

magnetic induction of the magnetic field intensity at the

sealing gap between the pole shoe and half shell at the

stage i of the magnetic fluid plane sealing structure, and

N is the total stages of the sealing. Drawing on Formula

(1), the differential pressure resistance of the magnetic

fluid plane sealing can be calculated if the total magnetic

flux density difference is definite.

The formula of Kirchhoff’s first law is given as follows:

,  (2)

where the sum of the magnetic flux of each magnetic

circuit is zero.

Kirchhoff's second law is expressed as 

,  (3)

where Umi is the magnetic pressure drop of the magnetic

circuit; Fmk is the magneto motive force of the magnetic

circuit; Umi = Hili, whose position direction is the same as

the direction of the magnetic field; Fmk = lkNk, whose

position direction is the same as the direction of the

current.

Magnetic Ohm’s Law is 

.  (4)

 is the reluctance in the magnetic circuit.

Figure 3 is the magnetic curve model of Fig. 1. The

model is established for the magnetic curve passing

through each pole tooth; the magnetic curves at both sides

of pole tooth are simplified as a curve, and the magneto

resistance in the middle part of the vertical is assumed R

= l/μS.

Assuming that the magneto resistance of the magnetic

curve at both sides is R2, and L is the length of the pole

shoe, then

.  (5)

Assuming that ,

,  (6)

.  (7)

Therefore, ,

.  (8)

The magnetic flux in the magnetic circuit is 

.  (9)

The calculation is based on the assumption that the

magnetic flux  at each pole tooth is the same.

 (10)

Therefore, the magnetic induction at each pole tooth is

Bpt,

.  (11)

The theoretical pressure resistance value of the split

magnetic fluid seal equipment can be obtained when

Formula (11) is substituted into Formula (1).

3. Establishment of Finite Element Model

The distance should be minimized between the upper

and lower halves of the shell, i.e., the height of the pole

shoe, the height of pole tooth, and the sealing gap because

the axis needs to keep the axle neutral to the split

magnetic fluid sealing equipment. In addition, the magnet

possesses magnetic range. The finite element model is

established (see Fig. 4) by setting the area as a symmetric

semicircular with a symmetrical structure of the upper

and lower parts. The magnetic fluid is used as an oil-

based magnetic liquid with saturated magnetization of

400 G. The displacement of all the nodes of the model is
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Fig. 3. Magnetic curve model.
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constrained and fixed. The mesh near the pole tooth is

refined during the calculation of the magnetic induction

strength to obtain high accuracy. The type of the unit

adopted is PLANE53, containing a total of 24,242 nodes

(see Fig. 5). The outer semi annular region of the

boundary condition is an infinite element.

The magnetic induction strength of split magnetic fluid

sealing is simulated for calculation under the circum-

stance that the parameters of gap, tooth width, and solt

width are variable, ensuring that the effect on the pressure

resistance of split magnetic fluid sealing can be obtained.

In this work, the pressure resistance is calculated for cases

in which the gap is 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 mm. The ratio of

tooth width and gap is 1, 2, 4, and 8, whereas, that of solt

width and gap is 2, 4, 8, and 16. Thus, the effect of the

parameters of gap, tooth width, and solt width on the

performance of split magnetic fluid plane sealing can be

obtained. Table 1 presents the theoretical calculation and

simulated parameters of split magnetic fluid plane sealing.

4. Result and Analysis

4.1, Effect of sealing gap on sealing performance

Figure 6 indicates that along with the increase of the

sealing gap, the magnetization curve is changed from a

regular peak-trough curve into an irregular graph; conse-

quently, the difference between the peak value and trough

value decreases. According to the pressure resistance

formula of split magnet fluid plane sealing performance,

the wider the sealing gap, the poorer the sealing perfor-

mance of pressure resistance.

The theoretical differential pressure in Fig. 7 is obtained

by substituting the parameters of plane sealing structure

in Table 1 into Formula (1) to Formula (11). For the

theoretical calculation, the upper limit of the integral is

obtained as 1/3 of the solt width plus 1/2 of the tooth

width, and the lower limit is taken as 1/2 of the tooth

width. As shown in the theoretical differential pressure

curve, the differential pressure decreases along with the

increasing sealing gap. This outcome is because the

increase of gap increases the reluctance of the magnetic

circuit, which, in turn, decreases the total flux, thereby

reducing the sealing pressure resistance performance of

the equipment. The total magnetic intensity difference is

obtained through Ansys simulation of the parameters of

the plane sealing structure in Table 1. The simulated

differential pressure curve is obtained by substituting the

total magnetic intensity difference into Formula (1). As

shown in the simulated differential pressure curve, along

1. Half shell 2. Pole shoe 3. Permanent magnet 4. Pole shoe 5.

Air field 6. Infinity field

Fig. 4. Schematic model of finite element model.

Fig. 5. Mesh division of finite element model.

Table 1. Table of parameters to calculate sealing structure.

Parameter Symbol
Value of 

parameter
Unit

Coercivity of permanent magnet Hc 930000 A/m

Remanence of permanent magnet Br 1.28 T

Length of permanent magnet Lm 0.01 m

Length of permanent magnet section La 0.04 m

Height of permanent magnet section Lb 0.003 m

Initial tooth width of pole shoe Lt 0.0004 m

Initial solt width of pole shoe Ls 0.0008 m

Length of pole shoe L 0.04 m

Initial gap Lg 0.0002 m

Saturated magnetization of magnetic fluid M 400 G

Vacuum permeability µ0 4п × 10−7 T·m/A
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with the increase of sealing gap, the differential pressure

gradually decreases and the decline becomes smaller. The

overall differential value is also less than the theoretical

differential pressure, which is caused by the magnet

leakage at the connection of the permanent magnet and

the pole shoe. The magnet leakage of the permanent

magnet is ignored during theoretical calculation.

4.2. Effect of the ratio of pole shoe tooth width and

gap on sealing performance

As shown in Fig. 8, when the ratio of the pole shoe

tooth width and the gap is 1 or 2, the variation of mag-

netic induction intensity curve is regular. When the ratio

of the pole shoe tooth width and the gap is 2, the distance

between the peak and trough becomes longer, indicating

that the sealing pressure resistance performance is en-

hanced. When the ratio of the pole shoe tooth width and

the gap is 4, the magnetic induction intensity curve

becomes more irregular. Such irregularity becomes more

apparent when the ration is 8, indicating that when the

pole shoe width reaches a certain degree, the sealing

pressure resistance performance begins to decrease after

peaking. The decrease of the magnetic flux density in the

sealing gap, that is, the decrease of magnetic field inten-

sity, reduces sealing performance.

The theoretic differential pressure curve in Fig. 9 is

obtained by substituting the parameters of the plane seal-

ing structure in Table 1 into Formula (1) to Formula (10)

when changing the parameter of tooth width, although the

sealing gap and solt width is maintained as initial value.

As shown in the theoretic differential pressure curve, the

Fig. 6. Analog distribution of value H when the sealing gap is 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 mm.

Fig. 7. Comparison chart of theoretical differential pressure

and simulated differential pressure for different sealing gaps.
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tooth width greatly affects the split magnetic fluid plane

sealing performance. Along with the increase of the ratio

of tooth width and gap, the sealing pressure resistance

performance decreases rapidly, because the increase of

the tooth width increases the magnetic field area going

through the sealing gap. Thus, the rapid decrease of the

total magnetic flux in the sealing gap is the result of the

rapid decrease of total magnetic flux in the sealing gap.

The simulated differential pressure curve is obtained by

substituting the total magnetic field density difference

value into Formula (1), in which the total magnetic field

density difference value is obtained through ANSYS

simulation of the parameters of plane sealing structure in

Table 1 when changing the parameter of tooth width while

maintaining the sealing gap and solt width as initial value.

The simulated differential pressure curve shows that along

with the increase of the tooth width, the differential pre-

ssure initially exhibits a slight increase then shows a

tendency of slow decrease. When the ratio of the tooth

width and the gap is 8, the value of the simulated differ-

ential pressure is close to the result of theoretical calcu-

lation, indicating that when the ratio of the tooth width

and the gap of the split magnetic fluid plane sealing

structure is higher than 8, the magnetic flux applied to the

permanent magnet is low, the magnetic flux of the

magnetic circuit is small, the magnetic field in the sealing

gap is weak. All these outcomes lead to poor sealing

performance.

Fig. 8. Analog distribution of value H when the ratio of tooth width and gap is 1, 2, 4, 8.

Fig. 9. Comparison chart of theoretical and simulated differ-

ential pressure for different ratios of tooth width and sealing

gap.
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4.3. Effect of the ratio of solt width and gap on sealing

performance

As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, for the split magnetic

fluid plane sealing structure, the sealing performance

exhibits a slight increase at the beginning of the increase

of the pole shoe width because the multi-tooth sealing

structure becomes a single-tooth structure when the solt

width limit is assumed zero, resulting in poor sealing

performance. However, along with the increase of the solt

width, the magnetic field is formed in the tooth groove,

and the gradient increase of the magnetic flux improves

the sealing performance. Nevertheless, when the pole

shoe solt width reaches a certain degree, the magnetic

field in the tooth groove becomes excessively small that it

becomes zero. Thus, the change of the sealing pressure

resistance performance becomes obscure.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a split sealing structure combining

magnetic fluid rotary sealing and plane sealing. The differ-

ential pressure formula of split magnetic fluid plane

sealing is deduced. The magnet leakage of the permanent

magnet causes great difference between the theoretical

and simulated differential pressure. Preventing magnet

leakage is crucial to improve the sealing performance.

The optimal parameters are established by simulation.

Theoretical analysis and simulation results provide refer-

ence for the performance evaluation of different sealing

equipment and the estimation of critical pressure at

Fig. 10. Analog distribution of value H when the ratio of solt width and gap is 2, 4, 8, 16.

Fig. 11. Comparison chart of theoretical and simulated differ-

ential pressure for different ratios of solt width and sealing

gap.
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interface failure. This research can solve the problem of

large equipment sealing device for easy disassembly and

maintenance.
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